
GHANIFREDE MINING CONSORTIUM – CAMPAIGN 
A Draco galaxy campaign that can be influenced by character choices for 4+ characters with 20,000xp (20 skill points) 
and access to space travel on their demand. 

BOOKS REQUIRED 
 Battlelords of the 23rd Century – Rulebook  

 Lock’n’Load: Armour Equipment Cybernetics  

 Lock’n’Load: Weapons and Tactics 

 No Mans Land 

 Draco Illustrated Galaxy Guide 

 Illustrated Weapons – Runjikol 

 Armour Equipment Cybernetics – Runjikol 

The Galactic Underground books will be a useful addition but are not strictly necessary. 

EXPERIENCE LEVEL 
A campaign for characters with 20 skill points worth of experience and players familiar with Battlelords' tech-levels. Travel 
through Draco galaxy and operations in urban & wilderness areas will take place. Teams undertaking this mission will need 
to perform subterfuge and combat roles with all the support skills. Recommend characters have earned no less than 20 
extra skill points. A lot of the hooks between each point in the story-arc depend on extracting information from data-wafers 
and the like. Computer archive/security is strongly recommended within the party or access to a means of extracting data 
(pAI/AI/contacts). 

EQUIPMENT LEVEL 
The PC group should have access to spacecraft so that they may travel when and where they feel like it. Ideally the 
spacecraft will be under their command and they have to keep it in repair. This will mandate an income to pay for 
maintenance and repairs as they jaunt about on this campaign. Personal equipment should be varied. Ideally with a set of 
TL3, TL4 and TL5+ armour and weapons to suit each world’s laws. They should all have weapons and armour permits of at 
least class 1, and having a licensed bounty hunter among their number will prove useful. Communications gear will be 
important as will computer gear – particularly with the skill to access and defeat secure systems.  

OVERVIEW 
Players uncover that the defunct Ghanifrede Mining Consortium (GhMC), which was implicated in a number of shady and 
illegal operations throughout Draco, was a front company for a Galactic Control agent only known as Peter Smith. Smith 
managed GhMC to acquire mining rights on a number of di- and ti-tritium fields and either mine them or sell them at later 
dates for quite a profit. Some of these fields were contested, on the surface and, in court with GhMC always winning. The 
money for GhMC came from many sources including IMJ Conglomerates (a suspected pirate-related company) and a shell-
company called PT-HQ. There are occasional references to something called “Project Taurus” which is discovered to be a 
Rift-run that Smith was to undertake. Smith setup a number of caches to support the run and make it hard for the trail to be 
followed then took a Fer de Lance Mk.3 personal warcruiser into a rift that occurs between The Cauldron’s black hole and 
the nearby shade world of Moorevvin. Smith’s research and some of his data left in the caches reveals that the rift that was 
used is possibly the most stable of all entry points into the Quantum space of the Motaran Rift. The end of this campaign is 
the characters having the information to make a rift-run with minimal risk and what they’ll do with it.  



POSSIBILITIES 
This campaign can be used as a step-off point for any other adventure involving the Motaran Rift, or even as an entry into 
Zenax sector from “Beyond the Rift”. Players may opt to just sell the information – which will fetch a handsome price. 
Many buyers will not want the players to retain any knowledge of the information and may take severe action to ensure that 
is the case. 

 

STORY ADVANCEMENT ELEMENTS 
Key information to advance the story, roughly in order: 

1. Uncover something credible that suspicious funds transfer occurred involving the Ghanifrede Mining Consortium 
(GhMC), IMJ Starparts on Anrugairn, Gharick Sector Government, and Galactic Control Special Division Research 
Budget. 

a. You can create a lead-in from the published adventure-campaign, Injection, and make this evidence 
available on the body of Governor Hansen (Injection, pg. 92), however may need to fast track the group 
to having control of a spaceship; whether they own it or not they need to control where it goes, and 
when. Data wafer shows that GhMC had a front company on Bena-4 that was siphoning funds from the 
Galactic Control Special Division Research Budge to a shell company on Ala. The shell company, Oyster 
Importers Deluxe, was then moving it to IMJ Starparts. There is no record of what for in this evidence; 
it's just transactions in amounts varying from 108,000cr to 3.8Mcr. Anyone with Accounting or Law will 
see that it is suspicious. 

b. Sector-Gov in Gharick was piping money through a mental-health initiative budget to IMJ Starparts on 
Anrugairn. The mental-health initiative was receiving donations from a shell company on Ala called, 
Vitus Agricultural Grocers' Union Emporium. There is no record of what was purchased in this evidence; 
it's just transactions in amounts varying from 108,000cr to 3.8Mcr. Anyone with Business Management, 
Accounting or Law skill will see that as suspicious and enough evidence for an audit by officials. 
Terrestrial Knowledge check (or research at a Terrestrial Knowledge Centre) will turn up that the issue 
is Anrugairn is an anarchy-world with a reputation for being home to the Brass Coat Pirates. 

2. Anrugairn, in the Black Patch, is where IMJ Starparts is still operating on the planet's surface in the main urban 
settlement. IMJ are a front for the Brass Coat Gang of pirates and a spaceship dismantling & wrecking operation 
that makes money from parts and scrap. Investigating the operation will reveal that it only opens once per week 
and doesn’t seem to do much dismantling. It does have stock locked up in containers and secure cases. IMJ 
receives shipments and if the PCs are bold and stealthy enough they’ll figure out that most of the goods in IMJ are 
electronics and weaponry for the Brass Coat Gang. However, IMJ has old GhMC records in the data-cortex stating 
that parts were sold to a customer listed as Project Taurus. The parts are itemized being hyperspace-field-
stabilization and artificial gravity control systems or related components. Amounts sold for range from 108,000 to 
3.8Mcr, matching dates and amounts from the records in number one above. Data for points 3 and 4 ought to be 
found at the same time. 

3. Infiltrate IMJ for more information on GhMC and the Gharick Sector-Gov. Find out that Brass Coats are planning 
the heist of a liner, the Iridium Sun, that is intending to visit Morduss, a shade world in Gharick Sector. They have 
a flux shield generator (capital ship class) and gravity-well generator (capital ship class) but need a hull. The 
Brass Coats are looking for a working ship with Scavenger crews in the Cold Lands, a neighboring sector, to find a 
serviceable hull for their flux shield and gravity-well generator. They will pay a premium on a working hull and 
that is a lot of millions of credits. 

a. Players could join a scavenger crew in the Cold Lands to find the hull that is required. Likely a Reepaxi 
or Gromek casualty of that war in the frigate or heavy gunboat class. This would pay out well for the 



scav-crew since it will have a few working warship systems inside. A second hull would then be needed 
and another expedition will find a destroyer severely damaged in the front-end but with an intact engine 
and FTL drive. The two hulls together would make a serious light cruiser or, with enough power and 
guns, a pocket  battleship. The big pay off could become a double-cross with the Brass Coats trying to 
secure the hulls and eliminate the scav-crew witnesses. 

b. There are multiple scav-teams looking to fulfil this request for the Brass Coat Gangs. This can create 
story-interest whilst scavenging ranging from friendly rivalry to hostile competition.  

4. The Brass Coats mention a sponsor who wants something from the liner, Iridium Sun. Sponsor is providing 
security codes and jump times (including calculations providing times to activate the gravity-well generator to 
knock the liner out of warp). This means the sponsor must have insider access. 

a. Investigating the liner company's booking system turns out that it is housed at a data-center on Alpain; 
sub-sector capital of The Cauldron. Security at the liner booking system is moderate. With a good hack 
or infiltration they can find out that MT Threat Security were accessing the booking register as part of a 
security compliance deal ostensibly for an entertainment start that ended up not travelling on the 
Iridium Sun. 

5. The liner is arriving at Gharick via stargate, then warp-drive to Penrith to refuel, then warp-drive to Morduss. As a 
distraction for the GalPol forces in the area the Brass Coats are arranging a “loud surprise” by mounting a raid on 
a GalPol prison facility in Porthowen. It is ostensibly to break-out members of the gang but should it become too 
costly, or not provide a distraction, then the Brass Coats will abandon the raid. Brass Coats will raze the civilian 
area around the prison with plasma bombardments, to maximize collateral damage and attract GalPol attention, 
before bombarding the prison's main gated, then landing an orbital shuttle. Players will have to choose in which 
event to intervene, or some other course of action. 

6. Sponsor is former head of security, Mill Tyer, for the last Gharick sector Governor. Tyer’s position ended without 
much information being recorded. Official reason is that he retired. Some press reports mention his name in 
connection with a security action that saw a number of organized crime figures shot dead in a warehouse near the 
Gharick surface star-port. Tyer’s background is in counter-intelligence and behind enemy lines operations with 
the weapons mega-corporation: Able Corp. As a wealthy company owner it is expected that Tyer is whereabouts 
not recorded very often. 

a. If Tyer’s acquisition of the item on the Iridium Sun was thwarted he will be looking for whomever did 
that which ought to have been the PC’s. With his contacts and skills he can easily acquire security 
footage on the liner. Should the PCs have acquired the item it is a data-wafer that belonged to the 
director of GhMC. It is a database of odd unrelated and books. A custom search engine allows entry of a 
numerical sequence to return a word, or a large array of numbers to return a phrase, based on the 
book ID, page number, line number and number of words from the left (code-book cipher). All the 
books are in Gal-Standard. Also on the data-wafer are some advertisements for personal warcruisers. 
But of most interest is what’s hidden on the data-wafer (skill test to find). The location of a supply cache 
at an abandoned stone town in “The Embers” asteroid field in the subsector called “The Cauldron”. The 
purpose and contents of the cache are not listed but the combination of the vault door is recorded. 

b. Should Tyer have acquired the item he will jump ahead of the PCs in their investigation of IMJ Starparts 
and the GhMC. Tyer will be able to find hidden in the data-wafer the location of the supply cache at an 
abandoned stone town in “The Embers” asteroid field in the subsector called “The Cauldron”. The 
cache will be cleared out and the vault-door locked then trapped with a plas-more mine. 

7. Abandoned Stone Town in “The Embers”. Security is mild but there is no atmosphere or lighting. The power 
source is shielded and very small; just enough to power the door locks. There is very little in there besides the 
power sources and the vault. If cache is intact it contains: a year of ration materials for 10 oxygen breathers and 4 
methane breathers, HESK armour options ready to install (still requires Armour Tech/Repair roll @ level-6), and 



20 Mrs. Fusion armour options as well as a host of parts to suit a Fer de Lance Mk. 3 personal warcruiser. 
Thorough checking of the parts will turn up a data-wafer concealed in place within a crate that parts will not 
damage it. The wafer stores Space-navigation routes, plotted to minimize exposure to government sensor beacons, 
to five marked caches: three un-named. The two named caches marked “Project Taurus” at a remote mountain 
range on the surface of Assen (The Cauldron) and the other, “PT – HQ” on Pretzel. There are 5 caches in all, 
none further than 20 parsecs from The Cauldron, itself (the black hole). Two other caches are in the Embers 
asteroid field in abandoned mining structures, but one is a derelict hulk floating in deep interstellar space roughly 
half-way between Moorevvin and The Cauldron itself. This one has quite a bit more information about Peter 
Smith’s intentions (see number 8 below). 

a. To spice it up a bit you can put a sentry-bot, PAWS, or something else that can survive in the cold airless 
environment between the players and the cache. 

b. “Project Taurus”. This location on Assen is a remote mountain range about 300kms north of a series of 
small mining camps. This environment is high altitude (cold) desert with very thin dry atmosphere 
(some kind of breathing gear is required for any activity more intense than a slow walk). The location is 
a huge pillar of rock red with iron oxide. As the team  get closer a mine shaft leads into the pillar. Within 
the mine is a Hammerhead security robot backed by two k-sats. They are guarding a vault that holds a 
cloaking device for a ship with a maximum single dimension of 200metres. There is a second pallet-
crate that held another unit. The unit looks to be a repaired device from salvage (it has some carbon 
scoring from energy weapon hits) with power-coupling mod’s that would suit a Fer de Lance Mk. 3 
personal warcruiser. 

i. Assen can be complicated by bandits that observe the team from a distance or ambush them as 
the group exits the mineshaft that leads to the cache. 

ii. There are mercenary jobs available on Assen to patrol the area against bandits that are 
harassing platinum miners that happens to be only 500kms from the cache. Group could be 
paid to do what they aim for anyway. 

c. “PT-HQ” is on ring 33, north-outer-corridor, in the Pretzel stone town. This is about 800metres from 
the infamous “Killzone Cantina”. If surveilled, no staff enter or leave PT-HQ. The place is literally named 
“PT-HQ” and is setup as a company office. PT-HQ is a red herring. It is fully furnished with dummy data 
of accounting information (actually just test data for accounting pAI development, “Northwind 
company” anyone with pAI or Construct development will recognize it as standard test data from training 
texts and default software packages). PT-HQ is wholly to catch who is on the tale of GhMC. The security 
system automatically sends via hyper-wave any movement within the office (besides the cleaning robots) 
to an anonymous data storage location on the hypernet. Registered owner is IMJ Starparts, Pretzel 
regional director, Peter Smith. The money comes from a private account that has its ID protected and is 
fully paid up to Pretzel power interests. 

d. Other caches: jump drive fuel, survival equipment, rations, water, spare parts for Fer de Lance Mk.3. 
They all follow the same pattern.  

8. The derelict hulk has no power in its reactors. The secondary cargo bay has been refitted with a small shielded 
reactor capable of running rudimentary life support, powering doors, and lights. The bay is otherwise in hard 
vacuum. There are a lot more supplies here than the other caches; close to ten million credits worth. 
Ammunition, personal and for spaceships, more spare parts for Fer de Lance Mk.3 and extensive data archives on 
planetary development timelines in this quadrant of Draco. The location for the rift is given attached to a complex 
Navigation (Space) almanac for when it opens. Smith has more annotations that show he is intending to exploit 
osmium, platinum and iridium resources on Listrom before the planet is settled. Now the PC’s have the rift 
location and time, what Smith is doing, and lots of supplies. All that’s left is a decision. 



NPCs 

Mill Tyer 

Mill Tyer is a very experienced security contract manager with a diverse set of Espionage and Security skills topped up by 
operational skills. Mill is astute and has lots of resources from his position as owner of a security contracting company: 
“MT Threat Control Company”. He is pursuing the GhMC trail because of the belief that they have anti-aging technology. 
Mill’s one fear is dying of old age and at 65 he has about 35 years left but doesn’t see that as much time. 

Race: gen-human, Body Points: 17 (critical strike on>4) 
Vital Statistics: IQ: 99, Intuition: 90, Aggression: 79, Charisma: 82, Strength: 71, Constitution: 81, others, 60 
 
Skill Level Stat Total 
Terr. Knowledge 7 IQ 119 
Persuasion 9 CHA 131 
Bargaining 8 CHA 121 
Body Points 5 - +10 
Intelligence Gathering 11 IQ 159 
Infiltration 6 IQ 109 
Business Management 10 IQ 149 
Law 2 IQ 69 
Investment 3 IQ 79 
Computer: literacy 3 - Fluency 
Computer: security 4 IQ 89 
AI/pAI design 2 IQ 69 
Concealment 6 IQ 109 
Disguise 5 IQ 99 
Forgery 2 MD 50 
Impersonation 2 IQ 69 
Interrogation 3 IQ 79 
Lip reading 2 IQ 69 
Speed Reading 4 IQ 89 
Basic Medical 1 IQ 59 
Mental Defense 4 IQ 89 
Military Leadership 2 INT 65 
Survival (Urban) 4 INT 85 
Street Smarts 4 INT 85 
Alertness 4 - -4 Initiative 
Breathing 4 - +20% 
Climbing 2 AGL 50 
Swimming 2 CON  
Security: Defeat 6 IQ 79 
Security: Detect 7 IQ 89 
Etiquette 2 CHA 61 
Skimmer 4 MD 70 
Automobile 3 MD 60 
ID Vessels 5 IQ 99 
Powder 9 MD 51 
Beam 9 MD 51 
Hand-to-hand 7 AGL 41 
 
Equipment: Mill will have whatever equipment is best for the perceived situation. He is a fan of subtlety and often carries 
two PDS units with a silenced powder weapon and two concealable laser pistols. Always backed up by no less than two 



body guards, more often six, and a getaway vehicle. He will often have a sniper & counter-sniper team when the terrain 
supports it. Mill has a personal Bohemian Starcruiser, personal wealth in excess of 2 billion, and over 12 million in 
available credit (cash). Mill Tyer can purchase whatever he, and his personal crew, needs and at a serious discount if it is 
from Able Corporation. 
 

Security Contractor: MT Threat Control Co. 

A typical contractor that Mill Tyer will have accompanying him. 

Race: varies, Body Points: varies by race 
Vital Statistics: Aggression, 70; Intuition, 75; IQ, 65; Constitution, 82; MD, 72; Others, 55. 
Skill Level Stat Total 
Terr. Knowledge 3 IQ 35 
Persuasion 4 CHA 40 
Bargaining 2 CHA 20 
Body Points 3 - +6 BP 
Powder 6 MD 38 
Beam 6 MD 38 
Detect Concealment 5 INT 59 
Hand-to-Hand 4 AGL 26 
Skimmer 5 MD 58 
Street Smarts 6 INT 70 
Security - detect 5 IQ 55 
Equipment: appropriate for the situation.  
Heavy combat; body armour, high-capacity weapons, medical gear, and detection gear, by TL of world. 
Ambush; concealable armour, stun weapons, concealable weapons, medical, etc 
Surveillance; commo, stealth gear, etc. 
 

Brass Coat Pirate 

Typical Brass Coat boarding party member statistics. 

Race: varies, mostly Human and Orion Body Points: typically 8 
Vital Statistics: Strength, 57; Aggression, 75; Intuition, 55; IQ, 55; Constitution, 62; MD, 72; Others, 51. 
Skill Level Stat Total 
Either: Pulse, Omega or Beam 4 MD 28 
Security – defeat 6 IQ 57 
Hand-to-hand 4 AGL 26 
Throwing 5 AGL 31 
EVM 6 AGL 85 
Computer Literacy 2 - Moderate 
Body Points 2 - +2BP 
Breathing 4 - +120s 
Strength 2 - +6 Strength 
Equipment: a personal weapon of the skilled type (Laser: M18L, Backshaw, or PK-91; Pulse: SNG Rapid Pulse, PC-3, or M-
20GX blaster; Omega: OC-1), small electronics tool kit to bypass security systems, combat knife or brass knuckles, Brass 
Coat boarding armour (AKMZ bargain basement armour, w/options: enviro-seal, small air supply, rebreather, ablative 
liner: 3 points per location; AKMH helmet). 
 

 



 


